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Dear Parents,
Students and
Friends of the BSJ
community,
The Academic Year 2019 - 2020 has seen the
school start with two new curricula, with both
the International Baccalaureate (IB) Middle Years
Programme (MYP) & Careers-related Programme
(CP) starting in the Secondary School. It has been
very rewarding to see the implementation of both
of these programmes and the teaching and learning
derived from inquiry based learning and continuous
assessment. There is still a long way to go and I am
extremely grateful for the work and positive attitude
of both staff and students with regards the new
curricula. In the Primary School, we have introduced
Talk for Writing that has become the foundation of
the teaching and learning of the English programme,
which again has proved to be very beneficial in the
acquisition of English.

who will be working with staff and students from BSJ and
other countries in the field of his expertise, Compassionate
Systems Learning - a truly groundbreaking area for
international education.
In January we continue the process of redefining our
mission and vision of BSJ which will include input from
all stakeholders working collaboratively to ensure that
as a community, we have a common sense of education,
purpose and pioneering spirit.
My sincere best wishes for the holiday period,

Mr David Butcher
Principal
British School Jakarta
Bintaro Jaya Sektor IX, Jalan Raya Jombang, Tangerang,
15227, Jakarta, Indonesia
(+62) (0) 21 745 1670
admissions@bsj.sch.id

As always, our exam results have been excellent in
the IB Diploma and IGCSE’s. We recently received the
feedback from certain IGCSE examination boards that
17 of our Year 11 students had scored the highest
marks of all students in Indonesia; a truly remarkable
feat.
The school remains a hub of activity and our extracurricular programme continues to be varied and
successful. Our extra-curricular sports programme
has seen us win various local tournaments including
our Varsity Boys Football team winning SEASAC.
Our swim programme has even more swimmers
and our tennis programme is one of envy. The
Performing Arts continue to excel in Drama with the
play “The Beaux’ Stratagem” and our musicians have
participated in notable concerts and gatherings both
at school and at venues within Greater Jakarta.
At the time of writing this welcome message, we have
just completed our National Accreditation process
with the Indonesian Ministry of Education. Next week
we welcome the globally renowned Dr Peter Senge,
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Remembrance Day
R

emembrance Day is a memorial day to remember members
of the armed forces who died in the line of duty and it has
been observed since the end of the First World War.

On Sunday 10 November 2019, around one hundred people gathered
at the Commonwealth War Graves Cemetery in Menteng Pulo, South
Jakarta for a ceremony of remembrance.
Among the attendees were the British Ambassador to Indonesia
and Timor-Leste, His Excellency Owen Jenkins, Heads of Mission,
representatives from Societies and Associations, and also
representatives from British School Jakarta.
The next morning, Group Captain Mike Longstaff, Defence Attaché
from the British Embassy came to BSJ to talk to our students about
Remembrance Day. During the assemblies, we also commemorated
Indonesia’s National Heroes Day and we observed a two minute
silence to mark our respect for those who have fought to defend
freedom in wars and conflicts of the past.

COMPASSIONATE
SYSTEM
FRAMEWORKS
O

ver the past year, BSJ has collaborated with
Centre for Systems Awareness and MIT – JWEL
on a prototype bringing the compassionate
systems framework to students, teachers, leaders
and local organisations. In October, Dr. Mette Miriam
Böll, Research Affiliate at MIT returned to BSJ to host a
training.
Teachers across primary and secondary, staff and students
attended the four-day training to review and further
develop some of the tools and practices that have been
developed for embedding Compassionate Systems at BSJ.
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Currently BSJ is still the only school in South East Asia
that is working with MIT on how to improve the quality of
education through Compassionate System practices. It was
an excellent opportunity for everyone involved to develop
our own ability to work with others and better understand
complex interactions as well as be part of a world-first
project that is aiming to develop systems awareness across
Indonesia and SouthEast Asia.
BSJ is also honoured to host the Compassionate Systems
Leadership workshop at our school from 9 until 11
December 2019. The program will be co-facilitated by
Dr. Peter Senge senior lecturer at the MIT Sloan School of
Management and Dr. Mette Böll. They are both co-founders
for The Centre of Systems Awareness.
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Mari Membangun! (Let’s Build!)

T

his term saw the beginning of an exciting
development for the Innovation and Learning
Technology team as we took designing and
building beyond our school day and out into the
community.
Mari Membungan! (or ‘Let’s Build!’) is our Saturday morning
event which is a space for students and parents to come
and plan, design, build, code and tinker together on
practical making projects. We make the most of our Centre
for Innovation, Creation and Invention with its design
and build equipment including laser cutters, 3D printers
and robotics equipment. Our students and their parents
experience a range of activities including programming,
coding, designing and modelling, including making
models that move, react and respond. This is a wonderful
opportunity for students and parents to create together.
Parents and students have collaborated on numerous
activities. We have had cardboard modelling of intricate
and elaborately designed model houses, programming of
our MicroBit (microbit.org) mini computers (which was an
early challenge). Integrating these into working models
and games is a next step for the ambitious members of our
group!
An early favourite was the ‘Turing Tumbles’. These are
mechanical computers that are powered by falling marbles
with different mechanisms for sorting and switching. There
are many challenges to achieve. A couple of family groups
have been so engrossed in these that hours have passed by
without taking a break!
Others have enjoyed creating workflows for the laser cutter
to engrave and cut out a range of designs such as badges
and keyrings from coloured acrylic plastic sheets.
Another favourite has been getting to grips with online 3D
design software (tinkercad.com) to create items that can
be printed by our 3D printers. Such items as dice, keyrings,
house models and cartoon characters have been created
from layers and layers of melted plastic.

If you feel like getting creative with your family, feel free
to get in touch with me, Kieron Eaglestone at kieron_
eaglestone@bsj.sch.id for more details.
Mr Kieron Eaglestone, Assistant Head For Innovation and
Learning Technology (Whole School)
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Annual
Scholarship
Awards for Host
National Staff Children

T

his is the third year for BSJ to provide scholarship
awards for our host national staff children
and this year we saw an increasing number of
scholarship applicants. We received 52 applicants from
39 applicants last year.
The purpose of the HNS scholarship programme is to
provide financial support to our employees whose children
are still in the Elementary, Junior and Senior high schools.
The reason we have continued this programme because
we value the importance of education and also our
employees are very important to us. We also understand
that education can be expensive to some. The goal of this
programme is to provide the children with an opportunity
to improve their education and live with pride in what they
have achieved today.

All scholarship applicants, who met the eligibility
criteria, have been assessed carefully by our Scholarship
Committee with confidentiality. From 52 applicants, the
Scholarship Committee have selected 30 children who are
eligible for our 2019/2020 HNS Scholarship. They are six to
17 years of age.
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We would like to thank our staff members who have
registered their children in this programme and also to the
committee for making this programme happen. We wish
all participated children success in their future and we look
forward to hearing about their great achievements.
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Fobisia Advanced Orchestra and Choral Festival
at British International School Ho Chi Minh City from 19
until 23 September 2019

O

n 19 September 2019, a group of 15 BSJ
students and three staff members flew to
Vietnam to participate in the Fobisia Advanced
Orchestra and Choral Festival, which was held at the
British International School Ho Chi Minh.
Just under 135 students from eight other schools
from across South East Asia joined our BSJ students to
participate in the festival. With the exciting addition of a
choral element to the festival, attendance numbers were at
an all-time high.
The festival comprised of two and a half days of intense
rehearsals that culminated in a very impressive concert
on Sunday afternoon. Rehearsals took many forms and
included combined and individual orchestra and choir
rehearsals as well as sectionals that allowed students and
teachers to work on specific areas of the music.
The repertoire for the festival was carefully selected to
challenge the students whilst taking into account an
international element with music from British, Japanese,
Austrian and South African composers being selected for
the programme.
The Orchestra, and combined orchestra and choir pieces,
were conducted by Adrian Tan. Adrian completed his
Masters in Music Studies (Conducting) studying with
Maestro Imre Pallo at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
After completing his studies, Adrian returned to Singapore,
his country of origin and was appointed Music Director of
the Singapore Wind Symphony and the Braddell Heights
Symphony Orchestra. He also served as the Music Director
of the Saigon Philharmonic Orchestra from 2014 until 2017.

Adrian’s manner and professionalism with the students
was outstanding and the performance standard he elicited
from the students was truly inspiring.
Choir Conductor Gareth Groves brought equal amounts of
experience and professionalism to the choral aspect of the
festival, producing three outstanding choir performances.
Gareth studied singing under Mollie Petrie and John Hugh
Thomas and enjoyed working as a professional singer with
several opera companies, choral societies and choirs. He
also toured across Germany singing under the baton of
Stephen Jackson.
On the third and final day of the festival students and
staff gave a festival concert which was broadcast live
on YouTube and can be found at this link: https://bit.
ly/2q5Anop
The Music department here at BSJ are all very proud of
the achievements of the students who participated, and
congratulate them for their effort, determination and focus
through rehearsals and in the final performance.
Mr Stephen Tomlinson - Head of Music
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BSJ Halloween’s
SpooKtacular Event

B

SJ Halloween event this year was scheduled on 2
November 2019. The groundwork for which had
begun a month before. Secondary greens, Raffles
greens, Raffles theatre and a few English classes were
turned into stunningly scary arenas for various riveting
entertainment options. Ranging from kids friendly
games to real thrilling haunted house, remarkable
photo booth to festive fun activities, various cuisines
to different drinks, we had it all covered under one
roof. The PTA team pulled out a fantastically integrated
pursuit to make the event a successful one.
Although all the games found lot of visitors, a few turned
out to be children’s real favourite. Fun activities included
decorating lanterns and spider lollipop. Year 12 students
enthusiastically volunteered to do face painting and tattoo
activities for children. Amongst various visitors , were also
present the exemplarily immaculate students of Sekolah
Bisa! who were exclusively welcomed to be a part of our
event and have a good time with us. Their happy faces
added to our jubilation.
One could see people posing in a variety of ways in front
of the highly eerie and ominous photo booth. And the
costume competition, being one of the main highlights,
most of the visitors were magnificently dressed in the
Halloween theme. It was quite a job for the judges to
choose the winners. The other very popular spot was theimperiously chilling Haunted House which did not see the
queue stopping until the end of the event. Year 12 students
indeed created an intimidating, spine-chilling Haunted
House.
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And of course, the good food privileges added to the
merriment and frolic, always acting as an icing on the cake.
Multi cuisine spread by various vendors, besides PTA’s
Hotdog, cookies and drinks, kept people energised and
gleeing throughout the evening.
The only low we experienced was the cancellation of the
music band performance due to the heavy downpour
which started much before the event began. Nevertheless,
the rains did not impede people’s exaltation and they
could be seen enjoying themeselves thoroughly. As the
rains subsided eventually, we could perform the fireworks
which was impressive, dazzling and an extravagant visual
treat to conclude the event.
PTA’s Halloween event could only be the great success that
it was because of the team work of many people. It had
more than 60 PTA member volunteers, 25 Year 12 students,
20 scouts and guides, 22 school teachers, marketing team
members and the campus event team members working
relentlessly for over a month. The PTA team extends its
wholehearted gratitude and appreciative-ness towards
everyone who supported this event.
Dr. Mita Sharma
PTA Chairperson
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Beneath It All:
A Musical
‘Beneath It All’ has been one of the most challenging
yet most memorable things we have ever had the
opportunity of doing in our lives so far. As this story
had been drafted a few times before we reached out
to Ms Jane Fisher and Mrs Rachel Caine. Look backing
back, we would have never expected a genuine
production to be taking place so soon.
The four of us have always been immersed in the arts, in
all of its different fields. Despite sharing the same love for
it, we each specialise in different elements within the arts.
By creating this opportunity, we had the advantage of
combining our knowledge to bring what we love and have
learnt so far, into this production, which has been one big
blessing! We have always dreamt of showcasing a story that
kids our age could relate to on a personal level. We created
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these characters that we knew people could laugh at, but
at the same time admit they could see themselves in them
too.
We went into this process with an open mind as we wanted
to learn as much as we can and be able to meet people
who shared similar interests. What we did not expect
was how hard producing a show can get. Sometimes
we would even speculate whether the show would flop
or not, especially when the pressure around you gets
overwhelming. But overall we learned a lot and made new
friends through this show, which we are very grateful for!
Beneath it All became something we could never stop
thinking about. Now that it is over - despite having this
big weight off our shoulders – everything feels empty. But
we will never forget the family that has been created and
the times we would laugh and cry together. We hoped this
story and characters would be able to speak for everyone,
and a big fat thank you to everyone who has supported
our journey from day one. Thank you to our cast, for
cooperating and being patient with us. We owe it all to you.
Sascha Anindya Putri - Year 12 student
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ISTA TAPS
at BSJ

F

rom 11-14 October, the Arts Faculty were
delighted to host five schools from South East Asia
for an ISTA TAPS event at BSJ. The International
Schools Theatre Association is the organisation, which
brings together IB Theatre students from around
the world to develop and deepen their practice and
understanding of a range of theatre techniques,
while getting the chance to connect with like-minded
international students.
They describe TaPS as:
“Aimed at students studying the International
Baccalaureate theatre programme, TaPS is our unique
Theatre arts Programme Symposium, offering a threeday intensive training workshop that gives students of IB
Diploma Theatre the perfect opportunity to authentically
engage with the programme.
The best immersive event of its kind, acting as a fantastic
resource for further explorations of IB DP Theatre back
in school. Engaging each and every participant with the
philosophy of the programme, its core components and
the required assessment tasks. As well as the tools and
strategies required for managing their own learning in
theatre.” (ISTA)
We had an amazing three days of creativity, exploration
and imagination in the development of our students and
other students’ theatre practice and look forward to next
year’s event at another school somewhere around the
globe.
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THEATRE ARTISTIN-RESIDENCE:
MARK HILL
F

or the first week of October, the Arts Faculty were
thrilled to welcome back Mark Hill to work with
our IGCSE Drama and IB Theatre students. Mark
is a professional theatre artist, who has worked with
award winning theatre companies such as Zen Zen
Zo (Australia), SU-EN Butoh Company (Sweden), and
Dairakudakan (Japan). Mark spent many years studying
a range of theatre forms, but is probably best known
for his deep understanding of Avant Garde Japanese
Theatre: Butoh.
He describes Butoh as, “using the imagination and sense
memory to explore new ways that the body can move. Try
this: imagine you have 100 kg weights on your shoulders,
a butterfly beating its wings in your right hand, ropes tied
around your knees, the light is so bright you can barely
see and you have no teeth, only gums. You use images to
create the quality of a character – in this case, an old man.”
(Hill)
He has also studied the techniques of Tadashi Suzuki,
Anne Bogart, Indonesian Kecak and Japanes Noh - and
is on a mission to share his knowledge of these complex
techniques in an accessible way with Theatre students
around the world.

His week at BSJ was inspirational for the students, who are
always surprised both by how he challenges them and how
imaginatively and professionally they create work with him.
As Theatre teachers we are always learning and growing,
and we enjoy developing our own practise through
observing his techniques.
Ms Jane Fisher - Head of Arts
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EXPLOSIVE CREATIVITY:
Year 13 THEATRE STUDENTS

T

uesday 5 November: our class of 18 IB Theatre
students presented their Collaborative Projects to an
audience of parents, friends and teachers, who were
challenged, inspired and amazed at the level of creativity and
professionalism on display.
Day Zero explored the the current climate crisis and the gap between
the generations’ concern for our future.
Breathe delved into the pressures of societal expectations and the
feeling of being trapped within.
Eyes Closed was designed to be a ‘playground for the senses,’ - an
immersive theatre experience, loosely based off the story of Milena
Channing, exploring the modular nature of vision she descends into.
All three pieces were unique and created for specific spaces
and audience experiences and marked a stunning finish to the
collaborative work of the Year 13 students’ theatre journeys. We still
have the Higher Level Solo Theatre Pieces to look forward to next
term but are impressed by the creativity and attention to detail of this
inspiring group.
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TERM ONE
CONCERT

O

n Tuesday 12 November around 500 audience
members attended the Term 1 Music Concert
held in the Raffles Theatre. Unity in Diversity
was the title of the concert and it was safe to say that
this was certainly demonstrated in the 14 performances
heard that afternoon.
The concert started with the orchestra performing
Appalachian Morning followed by one of the most
recognisable themes in Western Art Music, Tchaikovsky’s
‘Romeo & Juliet’. Up next was a performance of Van Halen’s
‘Jump’ containing one of the most iconic synth riffs in rock
history. Special mention must go to Franklyn Darmadi for
his outstanding guitar solos in this performance.
So how to follow an opening like that, quite simply the
Primary Angklung group performing one of the most wellknown pieces of film music to have ever been composed
- the theme from the Star Wars films. The Wind Ensemble
then demonstrated how effectively Primary and Secondary
students can work together in a music ensemble.

14
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With around 180 students performing in the Secondary
and Primary choirs, it was clear that the choral programme
at BSJ is now moving in the right direction and this was
confirmed in their wonderful singing and the applause
from the audience.
Other groups to perform included the Guitar Ensemble,
The Chamber and Pop Orchestras and the Soul Band.
The concert finale included over 200 students performing
the medley from the Abbey Road album by the Beatles.
Overall, the concert was a huge celebration of quality
singing and musicianship from our rock, classical and
choral musicians.

A big thank you to all the audience members who
attended. We look forward to seeing you all at the next
concert.
Stephen Tomlinson - Head of Music
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Byron
Kelleher
visited BSJ
O

n 4 November 2019, a rugby legend, Byron
Kelleher visited British School Jakarta. He is a
former rugby union scrum-half who played for
Stade Toulouse in the French Top 14. He has played 57
tests for the All Blacks.
During his visit to BSJ, he had the opportunity to talk with
our Senior Sports Team and gave an insight into his life as
a professional rugby player. He also educated our athletes
into the cultural relevance of the Haka.
It was indeed a very inspiring morning and we thank Byron
Kelleher for his time to visit our school.

Jakarta Open
F

rom 26-28 September the BSJ Swimming team
took part in the Jakarta Open, which was
essentially an Indonesian Nationals with all the
top swimmers throughout the country competing in
the event. It was a great experience for our swimmers
and they all swam best times across all their events.
The swimmers that competed were Aleeza, Harava,
Kenneth, Valeria, Kiendra, Zaira, Max, Gabriella,
Hazaira, Sophia, Pandji, Kyle, Alex and Jun.
Stand out placings came from Aleeza who was 3rd in the
50 breast, 6th in the 100 breast and 8th in the 50 free.
Hazaira came 4th in the 200 free and achieved this on
Saturday after arriving back from a two day residential trip.
Jun came 9th in the 100 fly and 10th in the 200 free. Alex
came 5th in the 100 breast and 10th in the 50 breast.
These were incredible results from all our swimmers that
participated and they showed that the BSJ Swimming Team
is heading in an exciting direction!

16
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BSJ
Junior Meet

T

his was an incredible day for our junior swimmers,
as we had 90 participants for this 10and under
age group meet. We are very proud of this number
as it shows the excitement from the swimmers to take
part in competitions, and have a fun time while doing
it. There were countless amounts of best times right
through the team, and most importantly we had many
swimmers taking part in their first ever competition.
This was a truly special achievement from all swimmers.
It was also great to see the stands packed with parents
coming out to support!

JIS Fall Invitational
1-3 November 2019
Excellent results and performances from our Bulldog
swimmers at the JIS Fall Swim meet over the weekend
Individual performances:
Category 9 Girls:
•
Gabriella Cawley: 3rd 50 breast, 1st 50 back
•
Emily Pribadi: 3rd 100 back, 3rd 200 free
Category 9 - 10 Girls:
•
Anna, Gabriella, Amaris, Chloe: 1st 4x50 free relay
Category 10 Girls:
•
Chloe Hamilton: 3rd 50 free, 3rd 50 back
•
Amaris Simutupang: 1st (4x50 free relay)
Category 10 Boys:
•
Max Phua: 3rd 50 fly, 2nd 50 free, 3rd 100 IM, 3rd 50 back
Category 11 Girls:
•
Aleeza Sugoto: 1st 200 IM, 1st 50 breast, 1st 50 fly,
2nd 100 free, 2nd 100 breast, 1st 100 IM, 1st 50 back
•
Zaira Syarifah: 3rd 100 back, 2nd 200 free
•
Kirsty McCombie: 1st (4x50 free relay)
Category 11 - 12 Girls:
•
Aleeza, Abygail, Kirsty, Sophia: 1st 4x50 free relay
Category 11 Boys:
•
Rylan Pribadi: 3rd 200 IM, 3rd 50 breast
•
Pandji Gunawan: 2nd 100 breast
Category 11 - 12Boys:
•
Kiendra, Harava, Taerim, Rylan: 1st 4x50 free relay
Category 12 Boys:
•
Kiendra Prakashan: 3rd 50 breast, 3rd 100 breast
•
Taerim Yun: 1st (4x50 free relay)
Category 12 Girls:
•
Abygail Hamilton 12: 3rd 100 back
Category 13-14 Girls:
•
Hazaira Rahardjo: 1st 200 IM, 2nd 100 back, 2nd 400 free,
3rd 100 free, 3rd 200 free, 1st 50 free, 1st 200 back
•
Kirsten Loh: 3rd 100 breast
•
Valeria Gonzalez: 3rd (4x100 medley relay)
Category 13 and over Girls:
•
Valeria, Kirsten, Jun, Hazaira: 3rd 4x100 medley relay

Category 13-14 Boys:
•
Callum McCombie: 1st - 100 fly, 2nd - 50 fly, 1st - 100 free,
1st - 50 free
•
Alex Orlov: 1st 200 breast, 1st 400 free, 3rd 100 free,
1st 200 free, 1st 100 breast, 2nd 100 free
•
Henry Zoet: 3rd 200 back
Category 13 and over Boys:
•
Callum, Alex, Oliver, Zach: 3rd 4x100 free relay
Category 15-16 Boys:
•
Oliver Nielsen: 2nd 200 IM, 3rd 200 breast, 3rd 400 free,
3rd 200 free
•
Zach Ferguson: 3rd (4x100 medley relay)
Category 17 and over Girls:
•
Jun Sakamoto: 2nd 400 free, 3rd 200 free
Overall results:
Huge number of best times across the team
21 gold medals, 13 silver medals, 26 bronze medals, 97 top
8 finishes
•
Aleeza 1st overall 11 girls age group
•
Hazaira 2nd overall 13-14 girls age group
•
Jun 3rd overall 17 and over girls age group
•
Alex 1st overall 13-14 boys age group
•
Oliver 3rd overall 15-16 boys age group
Girls overall meet winners
Boys overall 2nd place
100% of swimmers went best times
Well done Bulldogs!
Mr Martin Vogel - Head Swim Coach
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SEASAC
Boys Football 2019
O

n the back of becoming the JAAC champions in
Jakarta, the Senior boys football team travelled
to Bangkok for the SEASAC football tournament
on 7 November. With confidence high, the boys had
to face Stamford American School Singapore (SAS),
International School Yangon (ISY) and South Saigon
International School (SSIS) in the group stages of the
competition on Day 1.
In the first match the boys made a strong start but missed
some good early chances and were punished at the other
end through a lack of concentration to find themselves
losing 2-0. However the teams showed great determination
and sharpened their levels of concentration to finish the
half level at 2-2. In the second half both teams had chances
but BSJ were more clinical and managed to a third goal
to run out 3-2 winners. In the second game BSJ started
strongly and through some excellent passing and moving,
alongside neat finishing, BSJ won the game comfortably
6-1. In the final group game on Day 1 BSJ had to play ISY
in a ‘winner takes all’ match to see who finished top of the
group and therefore potentially earning an easier quarter
final in the knockout stages on Day 2. Knowing this, BSJ
were again quick out the blocks and within a 10 opening
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minute spell of football, BSJ put ISY to the sword, finding
themselves 3-0 up. Callum McCombie and Oliver Nielsen
were linking well in the forward areas causing problems for
the opposition defence. Captain Andres Vega, marshalled
the team throughout the remainder of the game securing
BSJ won the match and finished as group winners on 9
points.
On Day 2 BSJ played against MKIS in the quarter final.
Knowing that MKIS came 4th in their group BSJ had to
make sure they avoided complacency after performing
so well on Day 1. BSJ produced a wonderful example of
7-a-side football and were ruthless in their approach,
which saw them eventually run out 10-0 winners. Now the
semi final beckoned and the draw saw BSJ face ISY again.
ISY, seeking to gain revenge for the previous day’s result,
started strongly and were physical from the outset. BSJ
looked to Andres, Rafael, Adiv and Alex for strength and
energy and they duly produced. With Tomi Siipla making
some great one on one saves towards the end BSJ won a
close fought game. BSJ won the match 2-0 to set up a final
against the host school Ruamrudee RIS.
The game was a close encounter between two technically
good sides. With both teams evenly matched it was
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going to be decided by small margins and details. BSJ
defended gallantly, blocking shots and defying space
for the opposition. In attack they were creating chances
but nothing clear cut. It become clear the small margins
and details were free kicks. Callum McCombie scoring a
curling effort from 25 yards to open the scoring only for
RIS to cancel it out and score a freekick of their own. Not to
be outdone BSJ were relentless in their approach. At half
time the scores were level 1-1. The second half started in a
similar vein to the first and again Callum McCombie put BSJ
back in front only for RIS to equalise, again both were free
kicks. As the game was drawing to a close and penalties
looking likely BSJ counter attacked and were stopped
unsportingly by RIS. This gave BSJ the final opportunity
needed, a free kick on the edge of the box. For the third
time in the match Callum McCombie stepped up and

scored BSJ’s third goal, completing his own individual hat
trick. With 5 minutes remaining the team drew on one
another’s strengths, used the support of the travelling
parents, along with the team’s strong self belief and
motivation to guarantee they didn’t concede again and win
the final 3-2. The scenes at the final whistle were of delight
and realisation the hard work the team hard put in over the
10 week season had paid off. BSJ were champions!
The squad in full:
Tomi Sipila, Adam Sizoo, Adiv Sugoto, Callum McCombie,
Andres Vega, Rafael Simorangkir, Oliver Nielsen, Alex Cock,
Justin Adam, Aldrin Ong, Danny Pianca and Isaac Kim.
Simon Shand - Assistant Head, with responsibility for
Sport, Trips and Activities
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Two Major
Gymnastics
Events at BSJ
On 22 June we held our annual in-house event.
45 gymnasts competed in the four gymnastics disciplines:
floor, vault, uneven bars and beam and were all awarded
bronze, silver and gold medals based upon their scores
across all events. It was a fun end to the year for our
recreational gymnasts and showed the fruits of their work
across the year. It also gave the gymnasts an opportunity to
thank their coaches for their hard work. Congratulations to
all involved
On the following day, 23 June, BSJ gymnastics hosted
our third annual Friendship meet, aimed at giving our
competitive gymnasts their final challenge of the year
against local clubs and schools. In all, 17 clubs participated
with a total of 420 gymnasts, 63 of whom represented BSJ.
The meet was an excellent showcase for our wonderful
gymnastics equipment in our fantastic Sports Centre.
There were some strong performances from all of our
teams with highlight individual performances from;
•

Chloe Hamilton (Year Five) overall Champion Level 4
Girls
• Min Seo Kim (Year Eight) overall Champion Level 5
Girls
• Ashley Reza-Syaful (Year Nine) overall Champion
Level 6 Girls
• Max Margana (Year Nine) overall Champion Level 4
Boys
Congratulations to Coach Hesti and her staff for their
excellent work throughout the year.
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Mr Simon Shand - Assistant Head, with responsibility for
Sport, Trips and Activities
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Taekwondo

Black Belt
With ample knowledge and years of experience, the black
belt students are now qualified enough to do judging for
colour belt exams. Master Devdee has trusted them to do
a couple of exams judging in the past and will continue in
the future.
Well done BSJ Taekwondo!

Taekwondo Korea Open 2019
Taekwondo Korea Open 2019 in Chunchoen was definitely
a highlight for the BSJ Taekwondo students who attended.
For most of them, this was their first world class Taekwondo
competition abroad.
There were Taekwondo athletes coming from all around
the world for this special event and it was an amazing
opportunity for them. Their group left with one Gold, one
Silver and many bronze medals.
During their stay in Korea, we also went to Kukkiwon, the
Taekwondo headquarters and trained with the Korean
Taekwondo Masters at K Tigers.

BSJ Taekwondo students
participated in the Menpora Cup
tournament

Patricia Widjaja - Year 10 Student

On 22 September 2019 BSJ Taekwondo students
participated in the Menpora Cup tournament in Cibubur.
They managed to earn some medals, Aliff Azlan (Gold),
Owen Lee (Gold), Matthew Sigit (Bronze), Sebastian Cock
(Silver), Aashish Samtani (Gold) and Patricia Widjaja (Gold).
Good work to all of them!
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Kindergarten
Celebrate
Diwali
T

he children in Kindergarten had a wonderful
time celebrating Diwali, the Hindu festival of
lights. Parents from Kindergarten One (KG1) and
Kindergarten Two (KG2) kindly came in for two weeks
and taught us all two amazing dances. They also spent
a great deal of time decorating KG2 with lanterns,
lights, colourful fabric and a wonderful Rangoli pattern
on the floor. The children were great at remembering
the dances and confidently performed them in KG2 in
the morning and then later in the Raffles.
Many parents joined in with the day’s activities. BSJ
Principal, David Butcher, also came along to watch the
children dance and take part in the celebrations. Children
and adults were all dressed up in wonderful costumes and
were able to have a photo taken in our Diwali photo booth.
Many of the children eagerly queued to get a red dot on
their head called a bindi, which added authenticity to their
outfits.
There were many activities during the day, such as making
Diwali cards, tasting delicious Indian food, decorating
hands with beautiful henna patterns and decorating
diva lamps. Everyone had a wonderful time and it was a
great opportunity for the children to learn about different
festivals and celebrations.
Ms Fatima Benkacem - Kindergarten Two Teacher
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The Great BSJ
Cake Bake Off
2019
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T

he theme chosen by the House Captains for this
year’s Great BSJ Cake Bake Off was ‘World in
Miniature’. Both Key Stage One and Two were
very creative with their cake making; we had miniature
families, animals, houses, landmarks, countries and
planets.
Throughout the day, many classes took the opportunity
to visit the cake competition and marvel at the wonderful
creations that their peers had made. Teachers also popped
in to sample some cakes. Out of all the entrants, four
finalists were chosen by the House Captains to go through
to the grand final in the Key Stage One and Two Assemblies
The final winner was chosen by a panel of judges
(including Buster the Dog!) who liked the inventiveness of
the cake designs and the delicious flavours of the cakes.
The competition was a great success and raised IDR 2.6
Million for Sekolah Bisa!
Mr Philip Houghton - Year Four Class Teacher and House
Leader
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From Last School Year
2018 - 2019 Year Three

Residential
L

ast academic year, on Thursday 2 May, a group
of 85 excited children led by thirteen adults
embarked on an exciting journey to BSD to take
part in our residential experience. Our first destination
was the purpose-built multi-activity green zoned
location called Scientia Park.
Upon arrival, we were split into six groups, each led by a
team of teachers and specially trained guides. Children
then proceeded to be engaged in a wide variety of
physical, social, intellectual and team-building experiences.
Activities ranged from trampolining, rocket-building,
street dance and yoga. Educational talks were also given
about buffaloes and rice planting, as well as an interactive
butterfly zone where children learnt about how tiny
caterpillars develop into beautiful butterflies.
Following on from our action-packed visit to Scientia
Park, we transferred to The Solitaire Hotel in BSD. There
the children settled into their rooms before taking part
in an exciting evening. Teachers ran some fantastically
fun quizzes, games and a chance for everyone to display
their dazzling dance moves at our disco. The fun-filled day
ended with us all enjoying watching The Despicable Me
movie!

The following morning children came to breakfast buzzing
with excitement and ready for our Active Planet activities.
These saw children engaged in mini volcano experiments,
robot building and programming, as well as mindfulness
colouring of a self-constructed 3-D giraffe. Year Three had
a great time learning more about our active Earth through
these fun games and importantly spending quality time
with each other.
It is always great as teachers and educators, to work with
and see children in different environments other than just
the classroom. As a team, we wanted to create a visit that
would be enjoyable and thought-provoking. One which
would provide a good balance of fun and thinking. A great
time was had by one and all.
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Year One and Year Two

Treasure
Island Entry
Point

A

hoy mateys! Let’s explore the globe like pirates!
And that’s exactly what we did! Avast ye! And
I’ll tell ye all about the Key Stage Treasure
Island Entry Point. Since people first sailed on the
oceans, there have been pirates, who have been both
fascinating and feared in equal measure. Aye, for our
first IPC topic this academic year we decided to find
out exactly who these people were, and how they lived
and travelled. In order to kick start our Treasure Island
topic we decided to invite the Key Stage One parents in
and have a Pirate Picnic! Teachers, students and parents
dug deep into their wardrobes and dressed up like we’d
never seen them before!

We learned how to talk like a pirate and sang many pirate
songs and shanties. The students became extremely
interested and engaged in this topic and went on to enjoy
exploring all the wonderful Indonesian islands like pirates!
With all this fun and laughter there was only one question
left on everybody’s lips… Why are pirates called pirates?
Because they aaarrrrrgggggghhhh!!
Miss Mc Kinley - Year One Leader and Class Teacher

There were scary pirates, funny pirates, parrots, hooks, eye
patches, beards, bandanas and some interesting hats that
added to the plethora of costumes on show. In some cases
it was even quite difficult to recognise who was hiding
under their awesome pirate costume - hornswogglers, the
lot of them! The afternoon unfolded with the Year One and
Two students enjoying much fun and games such as Walk
The Plank and Pin the Patch on the Pirate.
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Year Three

Treasure
Exit Point
O

n the morning of Friday 18 October 2019, we
celebrated our Treasure Exit Point in Year Three.
This was the culmination of our first IPC topic,
with a focus on Ancient Egypt. The children, teaching
assistants and teachers worked hard to transform
our pod into an Egyptian museum. This included a
reconstruction of the tomb of Tutankhamun- complete
with mummy and canopic jars. The children were
wonderful guides and talked enthusiastically and
knowledgeably about their work, which included a
wonderful variety of 2D and 3D art, vibrant posters
and topic books, which clearly showed their learning
journeys.
Parents enjoyed listening to a musical performance (led
by Miss Purnama), and with their children, were able to
engage in a fun array of hands on activities, run by the
pupils themselves. This included superimposing their faces
onto Egyptian figures from the past, making shadufs and
travelling back in time with the help of virtual reality. There
was even an Egyptian photo booth, where families could
dress up and have photos taken.
It was a wonderful morning, thoroughly enjoyed by all and
really showcased all of the great work that the children
have done. A big thanks to all of those who were involved
in this event.
Ms Kathy Webb, Year Three Leader
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Year Five
Baked It!
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O

n 3 and 4 October, Year Five opened the doors
of their beautiful new pod and classrooms to
welcome in the parents. The occasion was the
celebration of our Bake It! Exit Point.
For the previous three weeks, the Year Five children had
been working hard on our fascinating baking and bread
related IPC topic, Bake It!, The children enjoyed learning all
about the science behind bread making and, in particular,
focusing on the marvelous microorganisms called yeast
that is so instrumental in baking!
The children sampled and learned about a range of breads
from around the world and how they are important in
different cultures before we culminated our work in a
brilliant Bake Off extravaganza!

The children worked in small groups and came up with
their own delicious recipes for different types of bread,
ranging from baguettes, naan bread, cheese and garlic
explosion(which literally did!) as well as many others.
After a full day baking in our new Primary Kitchens we
were ready to welcome our parents after lunch - there was
an impressive attendance as all the parents sampled the
different homemade breads, as well as looking through
the individual learning journal each child had created. It
was a great occasion and we are already looking forward to
repeating it next year!
Mr Lee Monkhouse - Year Five Leader
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Year Six:
Pay to Play
O

n Wednesday, 2 October 2019, the students of
Year Six became Champions for Change as they
held a fundraising event to benefit the children
of Sekolah Bisa!.
After many days of preparation and promotion, the
students were ready. They set up the fantastic games in the
Key Stage Two playground, ready to welcome the pupils
from Years Three, Four and Five. Despite a delayed start, the
playground was abuzz with noise and excitement. Games
included Minute to Win It games, Catch the Bean Bag,
Penalty Challenge, Sponge Throw, Dress Up Relay Race and
the ever popular Human Hungry Hippos.
All visitors were able to take part in these beautifully
organised games and everyone had a wonderful time.
Thanks to all of the Year Six students and staff for their hard
work and organisation.
When all the money had been counted, it was extremely
pleasing to surpass last year’s total. The total for this year
was Rp25.268.000,-.
A great effort by all concerned and the money will be used
to help Sekolah Bisa! with its excellent work.
Mr Scott Niehorster - Year Six Teacher
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WMC
Qualifying
Senior

T

his year we took 12 competitors to participate
in the Senior World Mathematics Championship,
Qualifying event in BSD. A total of 40 teams were
involved, with 120 individual competitors taking part
in individual rounds, team rounds and even a ‘mixed
team’ round.
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By the end of the gala dinner on Sunday night, I am certain
that every student had several new friends’ contacts and a
whole new drive that will help them push for even greater
success in next year’s competition.
Participating students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sukhadia Aaryan Chirag
Dylann Ariputra Tjahaja
Jason Adrian Ciptonugroho
Vittorio Davidson Wijaya
Aldrin Ong Wei Kai
Matthew Alexander Sigit
Pranav suri
Caleb ryan ledi
William Owen Gozali
Matthew Setiawan
Alisha Chelsea Basuki
Jasmine Nugroho

Mr Steven Conlin - Mathematics Faculty Leader

Congratulations to all our competitors, they worked
extremely hard and have hopefully gained some life
long friends in the process. A special congratulations to
Owen Gozali, Jason Ciptonugroho, Aaryan Sukhadia, and
Matthew Sigit who have all been invited to the World
Mathematics Finals, which will take place in Melbourne,
during this December holiday.
The World Mathematics Championships, were once known
as SEAMC/NEAMC, which have now combined to create
a truly all round competition. The competition was not
just about the two days that the students spent in BSD
furiously scribbling away, presenting mathematical ideas,
and running to and from markers during rounds like the
‘shuttle’. Wednesday afternoons, over a period of seven
weeks before the competition, were spent working on new
topics needed for the competition and the designing of a
totally original question, that had to take ten minutes to
complete and meet one of the United Nations SDGs.
The WMC competition had nine assessed rounds. These
included Mathematician, Duel, Codebreakers, Shuttle,
Pursuit, Inspiration, Lighting, Innovation and Open. It has
to be said that lightning and pursuit rounds are keenly
contested and loved by everyone of the contestants.
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The winners of
the Year 12
Photography
Competition

Action

winner
Johan Rutter and William Tjandra

P

hotography is such an integral part of our
young students’ lives with such easy access
to high quality cameras through their phones
and devices. As our sixth form students undertake
either CAS (Creativity, Activity and Service) or
Service Learning, they invest in their projects and
share them with others through photographs and
videos of their experience. The Year 12 residential
was a perfect opportunity for our students to really
consider what is worthy of storing as a digital memory.
Angles, focal points and the framing of shots were all
discussed before the students explored the grounds
of the hotel to compete for the best Action, Candid,
Lighting, Nature and Texture photos. Please help us to
congratulate our runners up and our winners featured
here.

Runner Up

Mrs Liz Alwi - CAS Coordinator, Teacher of Psychology
and TOK

Prisha Gupta

Nature
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Winner

Runner Up

Sascha Putri

Aliff Azlan
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Candid

Lighting

winner

winner

Jenice Hartono

Alyssa Jansen

Runner up
Johan Rutten

Runner Up
Annita Twardzik

Runner up
Prisha Gupta

Texture

Winner

Runner Up

Aliff Azlan

Sebastian Cock
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Realising
Potential
Workshop
J

ust before the last school year ended, British
School Jakarta in partnering with the international
ideas company 7billionideas organised an exciting
business course called “Realising Potential” for our then
Year Seven and Year Eight students.
The course took place from 22 – 23 June 2019 at BSJ.
It provided a unique opportunity for students to learn
entrepreneurship and what it takes to realise their ideas.
Students were given the opportunity to generate and
develop their ideas before testing and presenting them to
established entrepreneurs.
BSJ Principal, David Butcher said, ”It was delightful to see
the students’ enthusiasm during the two-day long course.
It is our commitment to prepare them for their future. We
hope that they have learned what it takes to become a
successful entrepreneur.”

77% of students today aged between 11-18 claim that they
would like to start a business one day and as a school we
would like to ensure that we partner with an organisation
which can help to equip students with the proper skills that
they need if they wish to do this.
The course was being led by David Harkin, CEO of
7billionideas and Director of Entrepreneurship for
British School Jakarta. David is an entrepreneur, a
proud TEDx speaker and has been recognised at the UK
Business Awards as a finalist this year in the category of
‘Entrepreneur of the Year’. 7billionideas was founded
in 2012 after a successful crowdfunding campaign.
7billionideas believes that this generation of students have
tools at their fingertips to create businesses from their
bedrooms in the future, but it is our job to educate them
how to best use them.
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Elevate visit
working

with Years 10, 11 and 12

E

levate are a research based study skills company
who have been studying students from around
the world allowing them to identify the habits that
differentiate the world’s top students. Elevate present
seminars, workshops and resources to help students of
all abilities to develop and use the same habits in order
to facilitate more effective learning, improve learning
outcomes and increase overall student performance.
Years 10 and 11 attended the study sensei workshop
and Year 12 had a time management workshop.
Study Sensei
What is study? This seminar breaks down the study
techniques, providing students with a road map for what
work they need to be doing across the year and how to get
in done in order to be successful.
•
•
•
•
•

Working Consistently - how to get notes done during
the year and not just before exams and the use of the
syllabus.
Note Taking - How to structure and review an
organised set of notes for effective learning
Conceptual learning skills - Teaching students how to
break the information into relevant topics
Practice examinations - Why are these important and
where to get them from
Standing out on assessment - How to distinguish
yourselves from thousands of other students who do
the same material.

Time Management
This seminar addresses the second most common question
“Once I know what to do, how do I find the time to do it?”
Students have busy lives during secondary and beyond. For
most, the challenge is simply finding time to get the work
done.
•
•
•

•

Study routine - How to develop study routine that
allows for socialising, sport, ECA but still ensures
academic productivity.
Working smart - How to identify the work that is
going to get students the most marks across your final
years and how to ensure that it gets done.
Study groups - Students are shown how to leverage
their time across the year by using study groups. This
is particularly powerful technique for those students
who are time-poor
Procrastination - Students are introduced to the most
common reasons for procrastination and how to get
around it.

Elevate is holistic and systematic approach gives students
the best opportunity to develop the most effective and
efficient study habits, improve learning outcomes and
increase overall student performance. We are very much
looking forward to Elevate’s return on 3 March 2020 to
work with Years 9,10,11 and 13.
Ms Chantelle Kentwell - Year 10 Leader
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The Secretariat organised this conference with the aim to
promote the importance of being united and tolerant as
a global community in mind. The conference consisted of
4 different UN committees, namely General Assembly 1,
General Assembly 2, the UN Human Rights Council and
the UN Security Council. Topics included a whole host of
issues from around the world, ranging from human rights
abuses in China’s Xinjiang province, to curbing the growth
of international terrorism around the world.
The Secretary General also expressed the intention for
there to be multiple conferences in the future, saying in his
closing remarks that “we hope that the students can return
and join us again for next year’s conference, as we continue
striving to make a better future for us, beautifully united in
our diversity.”
Samuel Adikoesoemo - Year 13 student

Bhineka
Tunggal Ika:
BSJ’s First MUN
Conference

O

n 28 September 2019, the first inaugural
British School Jakarta Model United Nations
conference officially opened. Welcoming close
to 80 delegates from schools all around Jakarta, the
student-led conference was the first of its kind in BSJ’s
history. The conference was organised entirely by four
Year 13 students: Samuel Adikoesoemo, Sungbin Jang,
Seong Woo Bae and Hui Min Ong, who made up the
conference’s Secretariat.
A year in the making, the two-day conference hosted on
school grounds was held under the theme of Bhineka
Tunggal Ika or Unity in Diversity, following the national
motto of Indonesia. “Under the backdrop of civil unrest
in Papua and the upcoming controversial revision of
Indonesia’s criminal code, it [is] more imperative than ever
that we as Indonesians begin to question the importance
of being united and inclusive,” said Samuel Adikoesoemo,
the Secretary General of the conference.
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Year Seven
Residential
A

t the end of the first half term, Year Seven
embarked on their annual residential to
Sentul to experience challenge and see the
local community, as well as becoming a closer group,
building friendships.
The first day was about the students planning their form
performance for the talent show they have on their second
night as well as taking a hike through the local rice paddies
to experience how local people live and work. It was a
tough walk in the early afternoon sun but all the students
managed to get to the end just before the rain began. The
evening saw everyone gather together for the quiz night,
and for activity groups to get to know each other better.

On the second day the year group were taken to a local
pine forest where they spend the day playing team
building games and challenging themselves by venturing
into the high ropes course setup by the company Karash.
This is a great opportunity for them to have fun and push
themselves beyond their comfort zone and try new things.
Everyone had fun and it was fantastic to see everyone be
supportive of others.
The talent show was a spectacle, with form groups
coordinating some fantastic performances which made
everyone laugh and cheer. The hotel provided an amazing
popcorn stand and drinks for a settled evening to watch a
movie on the big screen.
It is a pleasure to see all of Year Seven come together out
of school and be relaxed with their friends. An amazing few
days and well done Year Seven for making it an enjoyable
experience.
Mr Andrew Skitt
Year Seven Leader and Teacher of Biology
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Year Eight
Residential

O

n Wednesday 15 November, Year Eight set
out for the annual residential hosted by the
YUM Foundation for two days of activities and
community outreach. The weeks leading up to the trip
saw Year Eight organise a variety of fundraising events
such as bake sales, Mario Kart competitions, and a
pool party which raised an amazing IDR 23.7 million to
donate to various causes in the local community.
Over the two days, students delivered food parcels to
vulnerable people both old and young to get an insight
into the struggles faced by many in Indonesia. A visit to a
local school gave pupils and opportunity to interact with
less fortunate children of a similar age, and play games
to help develop their English skills. The YUM foundation
is a hub for young children to participate in creative and
leisure events, and BSJ pupils led activities such as mask
and t-shirt painting, football and basketball, and tower
building. It was rewarding to see how much each student
enjoyed these activities, and listening to the thought
provoking conversations which they sparked.
Between the service aspect of the residential students
also participated in problem solving, organic farming, and
sustainable construction using recycled plastic to create
Eco-bricks. Their creations will soon be showcased on BSJ
campus. Keep an eye out for them!
Hopefully this residential has opened up new perspectives
for the Year Eight students and has made them mindful of
the impact BSJ and its students can have.
Mr Owen Cobley - Year Eight Leader
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T
The
International
Award
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he International Award Silver Qualifying Journey
took place this year at Gunung Parang, which is
one of Indonesia’s most famous rock climbing
sites. 11 students and 3 teachers from BSJ set out on
the journey and met with our experienced leaders from
Karash at Lake Jatiluhur, East of Jakarta.

Silver Qualifying
Journey

The first part of the challenge, which was much harder than
expected, was to paddle a boat across the lake to where
the hike would begin. Both groups started out at a frantic
pace, but soon realised that a steady pace and teamwork
was a better option. A very hot hike to our campsite
followed and students then settled in to the campsite,
erecting shelters and preparing their dinner.
Day two was the challenging day, which all the students
met head on, a steep hike up to the top of Gunung Parang.
The views from the top were stunning and made the
arduous climb well worthwhile. At the end of the day, we
enjoyed a bonfire around the campsite but could not quite
get the S’mores making correct. Maybe, next time.
On the final day, we packed up and headed back to Jakarta.
A big thank you to the Karash team for looking out for us
and keeping us safe!
Mr Jim Morgan - Trips/IA Coordinator
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In Pursuit of
the idea of
“School For All”
A

A decade-long commitment in Pursuit of “A School For All”
decade-long commitment by the British School
Jakarta (BSJ) came to fruition, this week, in the
inauguration of the new premises of a tiny, but
truly remarkable school, named ‘Sekolah Bisa!’.
The beautiful, architect-designed, bright and airy new
educational facility was formally declared open on
Wednesday, 25 September 2019 in a ribbon cutting
ceremony. The ceremony marked the transformation of
Sekolah Bisa! from its original conceptualization as a simple
steel and bamboo platform into a bespoke new facility.
It comes almost ten years after the original Sekolah Bisa!
was inaugurated and marks a decade-long commitment
between BSJ and its corporate partner, The Body Shop
Indonesia, to be the means to the schooling of previously
unschooled, shanty-dwelling Indonesian children.
BSJ, under its Principal, David Butcher, along with The Body
Shop Indonesia, under CEO, Aryo Widiwardhono, jointly
celebrated Sekolah Bisa!’s evolution as a purpose-built
facility at the school’s new site, atop the third storey of The
Body Shop Training Centre, in the Central Business District
of Bintaro.
Mr Butcher explained, “Our school holds to the values
enshrined in the UN Sustainable Development Goals, that
an education is every child’s right. The BSJ community,
from Foundation Stage to IB, including staff and parents,
believe that all children, regardless of their social
circumstances, should be able to enjoy a good quality
education. Along with our corporate partner, The Body
Shop, BSJ is an unstinted advocate of the principle of a
child’s right to an education. We consider it a privilege
to have been able to support Indonesian children from
‘shanty’ or ‘pemulung’ backgrounds and the opening of
the new school is a pledge of our continuing commitment
to the children’s collective future, their welfare, and their
success in life.”
The majority of the children enrolled at Sekolah Bisa! live in
the Bulakan shanty abutting Pondok Ranji railway station,
three kilometres from BSJ. The Bulakan community was
initially the focus of a sport-for-all project, conceptualised
in 2009 by International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma
students at BSJ. The students enrolled 15 primary age
children, many then working as ‘pemulung’, in a football
team, dubbed ‘Bintang Bisa’, and trained them for
participation in the Jakarta School’s Football League, South
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East Asia’s largest inter-school football tournament, hosted
at BSJ. ‘Bintang Bisa’ was the first such ‘pemulung’ team ever
to be entered in the league.
The urgent need to make provision for the children in that
team became apparent during the football season, when
the student coaches realised almost none attended school,
mainly because the majority were very poor, and also had
no formal identity papers to attest to their birth.
Once the idea to establish a school emerged, it took a
small group of BSJ’s IB students just a year to design and
build a simple, bolt-together facility. The context of the
school’s evolution was the ‘Creativity, Activity, Service’
(CAS) component of the IB Diploma programme, which
challenges IB students to engage in meaningful ways in
humanitarian projects in their community.
A breakthrough for the group managing the school’s
conceptualisation was the offer a garden-like piece of land,
within the grounds of The Body Shop Training Centre,
by TBS’s then CEO, Ibu Suzy Hutomo. Suzy has retained
close links with Sekolah Bisa! ever since. That gift, and the
trust placed in the school from the outset by TBS, helped
underwrite Sekolah Bisa’s success.
And it was also in 2011 that a BSJ Year 10 student, Isabella
Pola, now a Geography student at the University of
Nottingham, single-handedly raised IDR 80 million for the
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school, thereby guaranteeing the funding of its costs for its
first year.
Since that auspicious moment, and throughout the
school’s first decade, just over 40 children from the Bulakan
shanty and other disadvantaged neighbourhoods nearby
have received a remarkable education, with lessons taught
almost exclusively by volunteers, working alongside four
key support staff: Adimas Grahoto, of BSJ; Irwan Nurhadi,
for his MM at The University of Muhammadiyah Jakarta and
Ibu Sumarti.
The lessons form the curriculum that prepares the children
to sit for the Indonesian government’s Paket A Alternative
Curriculum Programme Examinations, and although all
have passed, it is worth pointing out that one child, Madun,
who formerly begged at Blok M, achieved a grade in the
top quartile of students nationally.
Every graduate from Sekolah Bisa! is supported through
secondary (SMP/A/K) schooling funded by an ancillary
IB CAS program, devised by BSJ. So far, one child, Mudi,
having completed High School, has successfully entered
full time work in the logistics industry, and is expected to
be Sekolah Bisa!’s first student to enter university in 2020.
The whole of the BSJ community, and those in the local
community sympathetic to BSJ’s ideals of social justice,
are engaged in the life of Sekolah Bisa! Active volunteers
comprise not only BSJ students and their teachers and
parents, but include students from neighbouring schools
and activists within the neighbourhood.
Moreover, Sekolah Bisa!’s students continue to visit BSJ
for enrichment classes in English, music, science and
sport, and are now established participants in the JSFL,
as has been the case since the school’s founding in 2011.
Such interaction with the wider world is fundamental

to supporting the children’s flourishing as capable,
responsible and engaged citizens.
The synergy of Sekolah Bisa! emerges, though, from the
remarkable partnership enjoyed by The Body Shop and
BSJ, without which the school could not have grown.
Instrumental in fostering such a purposeful symbiosis
between school and the corporate world is CEO Bapak
Aryo Widiwardhono, who embraced the Sekolah Bisa! ideal
when appointed to run The Body Shop, as well as Ibu Dinna
Mustika, who manages the Yayasan Tangan Bagi Sesama,
within which Sekolah Bisa! is legally incorporated.
All four children who graduated from Sekolah Bisa! this
year attained places at their first choice SMP High Schools,
and each attended the inauguration. Four children will
graduate in May 2020, and they hope to enroll at Sekolah
Maleo, a free school in Bintaro which has enjoyed a
partnership with SB! since its inception.
“It’s important to emphasise”, Mr Butcher commented, “that
on graduation support for Sekolah Bisa!’s graduates does
not end. As soon as children enroll they are members of
our school family and we see it as our duty to support them
through secondary schooling and, if merited, at university.”
“Moreover, we remain committed to extending
opportunity for personal development to those children
who face particular challenges, as is the case with a child
with special needs, the deaf and dumb child, Karna, whom
we now sponsor at a school for the deaf.”
Mr Butcher added, “We also seek to bring the world to
Sekolah Bisa!. We value Sekolah Bisa!’s relationship with
Edith Cowan University in Perth, Australia as well as with
our network of Indonesian charitable and volunteer
groups.”
“Every child should go to school, regardless. And Sekolah
Bisa! proves that when we act with conviction, with a
vision, and make the necessary sacrifice, every child may
go to school.”
Volunteers are always welcome to support SB! Simply email
adimas@bsj.sch.id for details.
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British Council
and Global Fair
2019
T

he British Council Fair and Global Fair 2019 was held this
year on 2 October 2019 at the British School Jakarta. This
annual event is organised each year by the University
Counsellors of the BSJ and ran from 1.30 to 4 PM. The fair at
British School Jakarta saw a total of 55 exhibitors from the UK,
Europe, US, Canada, Australia and Asia filling the booths.
From the UK, under the management of the British Council in
Jakarta, some of the universities present were: University of
Birmingham, University of Exeter, University of Glasgow and The
Glasgow School of Art, Leeds Art University and University of
Derby. There were two workshops “Study in the UK” and “How
to apply UK Study Visa” by British Council. There were also some
fantastic universities from the UK who attended individually
including: University of Edinburgh, University of Warwick,
University of York and many more. We also had some European
universities in attendance including: University of College Dublin,
EHL and Jacobs University.
In regards to North America, thirteen universities from the US
took part in the education fair, among those were: University of
Notre Dame, Emory University, Michigan State, SCAD, Ohio State
and Loyola Marymount University. There were five universities
from Canada: University of Toronto, McMaster, Simon Fraser,
Ryerson and Dalhousie University.
From Australia and Asia we had some excellent representation.
Including: University of Sydney, University of Melbourne,
University of New South Wales and Monash University. As well as,
Nagoya University, Waseda University, University of Utah Asia,
CityU and the HKUST from Asia.
The event was open to Secondary Students from Year 11 to Year
13 and their parents. Over the course of the two-and-a-half hour
event a total of over 200 enthusiastic students were welcomed to
the venue, as well as many of their parents. The feedback from
this event was fantastic and we look forward to organising and
hosting a bigger and even better event next year!
Ms Lauren Morris
Academic Advisor - University and Careers

SNAPSHOTS

Indonesian
Independence
day
17 August 2019

Induction
New Students
23 August 2019

Key Stage Two
Grand opening
30 August 2019

Terry Fox RUN
15 September 2019

Biathlon 17 November 2019

Merry Christmas
and
Happy New Year 2020
#morethanaschool

